# Mandatory Courses

- **SAF-1002** Introduction to Safety - Making Work a Safer Place  
  Training Hours: 1.6

- **PMA-1007** Die Assembly Components  
  Training Hours: 1.3

- **PMA-1008** Basic Die Operations  
  Training Hours: 1.1

- **PMA-1011** Operating Coil-Fed Automatic Press Lines  
  Training Hours: 1.1

- **DWG-1001** Blueprint Reading Fundamentals - Introduction to Blueprints  
  Training Hours: 1.7

- **DWG-1002** Blueprint Reading Fundamentals - Engineering Drawing Terminology  
  Training Hours: 1.5

- **DWG-1005** Blueprint Reading Fundamentals - Dimensions and Tolerances  
  Training Hours: 2.1

- **PMA-1016** Dimensional Measuring  
  Training Hours: 1.0

- **PMA-1017** Attribute Gaging and Checking Fixtures  
  Training Hours: 0.8

# Supplemental Knowledge Building

- **STU-1002** Using a Learning Management System - How to Take a Course  
  Training Hours: 0.8

- **STU-1004** Learning Online - Tips for Succeeding in Online Learning  
  Training Hours: 0.8

- **STR-1002** Time Management - When Time Gets the Best of You: Dealing with Stress  
  Training Hours: 0.9

- **MFG-1006** Introduction to Manufacturing - Measuring Success in Manufacturing  
  Training Hours: 0.9

- **COM-2001** Conflict Resolution - Understanding Conflict  
  Training Hours: 2.0

- **COM-2002** Conflict Resolution - Communication Skills  
  Training Hours: 1.8

- **MTH-1006** Decimals - Decimal Numbers  
  Training Hours: 1.0

- **MTH-1007** Positive and Negative Numbers - Positive and Negative Numbers  
  Training Hours: 0.9

- **MTH-1009** The Metric System - The Metric System  
  Training Hours: 1.1

---

Total estimated training hours: 22.4